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' DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

We got off to a rather traumatic start in 1981

with three Class “A” flying mishaps in the

first 75 days. That put us behind the proverbial

power curve the rest of the year. Into the tenth

month we were optimistic but on 30 October we
experienced the first loss of a B-52 (flying mishap)

since 1978 and the first one on low level since

January 1971.

The command’s average flying mishap rate has

remained reasonably constant in the last ten years

at less than 1.1 (mishaps per 100,000 flying hours).

Keeping our fingers crossed for another couple of

weeks we will conclude 1981 at an estimated 1.13.

Most would be pleased with our mishap rate but

those of us closest to the problem are dissappointed.

We have one less B-52, RC-135 and FB-1II than

we had this time last year and fourteen crewmem-
bers are no longer with us as a result of two of

these mishaps. Anyway you look at it — it isn’t
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Colonel Richard A. Patrick

Director of Safety, SAC

CHALLENGE

progress. Commanders and supervisors involved

with these mishaps, I’m sure, will agree.

If this command has a greater challenge than

reducing its flying mishaps it lies in the problems

associated with the impending deactivation of our

TITAN II weapon system. We have experienced

two catastrophic TITAN mishaps in recent history

and the general feeling is we will be more vulner-

able in the deactivation phase than at any other

period in the history of this weapon system.

We take pride in this command’s professionalism

and those units whose leadership blends the

ingredients of these traits with the concern to

ensure that its people and crews know how to

do their job have already accepted the challenge.

The challenge for 1982 is obvious. The ultimate

goal of zero mishaps has never been achieved in this

command and perhaps never will. But I’m not one

to subscribe to the contention that you have to

accept losses. Professionalism doesn’t come easy

but it’s rewarding in many ways. This command
hasn’t been blessed with too many new weapon
systems even in my career. Therefore, the pro-

cedures developed to safely operate our systems

have been proven many times. Nearly every

mishap that involves a crew problem — Class A,

B or C mishap — is a deviation from a proven

principle. Only you, the crewmember, can truly

say if you spent enough time planning your next

flight. Only you can evaluate the effectiveness

of your trainer time. You are your own best judge

of how well you really know the critical systems

of your weapon system. And only you really

know how proficient an instrument pilot you are.

Again — nobody said it was easy to become the true

professional but those of you who are know the

rewards. The challenge is ours and the demand for

professionalism has never been greater.
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SAVING THE B-52:

OPERATION

POWER FLITE

Capt Bud Baker and Dr Dennis Casey

15 AF, March AFB

T
he dawn of 1957 found the world gripped in

icy tension of the cold war. The Suez Crisis in

late 1956 — only the latest in a series of con-

flicts between the United States and the Soviet

Union — had brought the world to the brink of war.

To demonstrate American resolve, bombers and
tankers of the Strategic Air Command combined —
as they had done before — to demonstrate the high

state of SAC’s readiness.

But this time there was a new complication: while

the B-47 had proven itself as a reliable weapon
system, SAC’s new strategic bomber — the B-52 —
was under fire, as a result of several crashes earlier

in 1956. A reporter named P. D. Eldred had inter-

viewed people at Castle AFB, gathering informa-

tion for an article highly critical of the B-52.

SAC learned of Mr. Eldred’s article, and planned a

counteroffensive, designed to show that the B-52

was a safe and effective weapon system.

The result was called “QUICK KICK,” an en-

durance flight involving eight B-52s, refueled by

KC-97 tankers. On November 24 and 25, 1956, the

eight Stratofortresses circled the entire North
American continent, non-stop. “QUICK KICK”
received wide publicity, and, for a time, calmed
concerns about the B-52.

That calm lasted for just five days, until No-
vember 30, when yet another B-52 crashed at Castle,

killing all ten men aboard. The B-52 program was
in trouble again, and another exercise was planned
— it was to be called “POWER FLITE.”

Power Flite, And The Flight Of the

Third Lucky Lady

Just before Christmas, 1956, operations officers

from the 93d Bomb Wing met with Major General

Archie Old, Jr, Commander of Fifteenth Air Force.

Together, they planned a round-the-world mission

for Castle AFB’s B-52s.

On January 7, 1957, Brigadier General William

E. Eubank, Jr., Commander of the 93d Bomb
Wing, selected five aircrews. In addition to the

normal crew of six, an extra pilot and an extra navi-

gator were included, as well as the aircraft crew

chief. General Old would serve as the mission

commander, and Lieutenant Colonel James Morris

would be aircraft commander of the lead B-52,

called “Lucky Lady III.” Colonel Morris was no

stranger to endurance flights — he had been the co-

pilot on the non-stop, round-the-world B-50

“Lucky Lady II” in 1949, and had commanded one

of the QUICK KICK B-52s just the month before.

Maintenance people searched aircraft records to

find the five best aircraft available. These were

modified with the addition of bunks, cooking facili-

ties, 20-man life rafts, and other necessities. All

aircraft systems were carefully checked: when the

five B-52s thundered down Castle’s runway just

after noon on January 16, they were thought to be in

perfect condition.
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Captain Charles Fink, aircraft commander of B-52B 53-398,

“Lonesome George,” inspects his crew prior to flight. Later,

Captain Fink appeared on comedian George Gobel's television

program, to tell the story of Power Flite.

But such was not the case. One of the three

primary aircraft — “La Vittoria,” named after

Magellan’s ship, the first to circumnavigate the

globe — proved to have more than its share of prob-

lems. After take off, one outrigger gear failed to

retract; extensive effort to raise the gear failed until

a little later in the flight, when it retracted of its

own accord. But that was just the start of La
Vittoria’s problems; over Newfoundland, ice in the

refueling receptacle resisted the crew’s best efforts

to dislodge it, and La Vittoria could not be refueled.

La Vittoria had to return with the KC-97 tanker

force to Goose Bay (where, according to the navi-

gator’s diary, “it was cold enough to freeze tears”),

and the second spare left the group over North
Africa and landed in England. The three remaining

bombers headed across Africa, Saudi Arabia, and
the Persian Gulf. They simulated a bomb run on a

railway crossing in Malaya, and then crossed the

Pacific on their way to California.

By the time the Stratofortresses finished their

last refueling over the western Pacific, nearly 100

KC-97s had taken part in POWER FLITE. Twenty
tankers from the 98th AREFS had performed the

refueling over eastern Canada; over North Africa,

the remaining four bombers were met by 22 KC-97s
of the 305th, 100th, and 98th AREFS, operating

from Ben Guerir Air Base in Morocco. Over the

Persian Gulf, 18 Dhahran-based KC-97s from the

100th AREFS refueled the three B-52s still on the

mission. A brief refueling by 12 tankers of the 1 1th

AREFS over the Philippines took the bombers to

Guam, where 26 KC-97s from the 11th and 22d

AREFS provided the final air refueling.

All three B-52s landed at March AFB on the

morning of January 18. Their flight time — 45

hours, 19 minutes— was less than half that required

by Lucky Lady II just eight years before. On hand to

greet them was General Curtis E. LeMay, SAC
Commander-in-Chief, who presented each of the 27

crew members with the Distinguished Flying Cross.

Tremendous public attention was focused on the

three bomber crews. The crew of Lucky Lady III

rode a float in President Eisenhower’s inaugural

parade just two days after the mission, and ap-

peared on several nationwide television programs.

The aircraft commander of -398, which comedian

George Gobel had christened “Lonesome George”

prior to the mission, was interviewed on Gobel’s

prime-time television show. P. D. Eldred’s article

about the inadequacies of the B-52 — if it was ever

published — went unnoticed in the excitement.

But little mention was made of the 98 KC-97
tankers and their crews. SAC — for reasons of
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Lucky Lady III prepares to take on fuel from a KC-97 tanker,

high above the Pacific Ocean. A total of 98 tankers were used in

the round-the-world mission.

security — would not even discuss the bases from
which the tankers had operated. In an official

account published not long after the mission, the

KC-97s rated only one mention in the entire 23-page

text:

“Occasionally — exactly how many times is

secret information — KC-97s rose from
enroute bases to meet the heavy bombers and
replenish their fuel supplies. ”

In his remarks during the award ceremony for the

bomber crews, General LeMay told them that their

flight was a “demonstration of SAC’s capabilities

to strike any target on the face of the earth.” Later,

the National Aeronautic Association recognized

POWER FLITE as the outstanding flight of 1957,

and named the 93rd Bombardment Wing as re-

cipient of SAC’s sixth Mackay Trophy.

Today, Lucky Lady III sits outside the Air Force

Museum at Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio. The old

B-52B is not on display — her condition has

deteriorated far too much for that — but rather

waits on the museum’s “to be restored” list. When
she finally is brought back into shape by the

Museum’s skilled craftsmen, Lucky Lady will be an

eloquent symbol of the accomplishments of

POWER FLITE, and of all the men and machines

of SAC’s bomber and tanker force.
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46 BMS Grand Forkes AFB

How many of you ACE fliers would know-
ingly set yourselves up for a cross-country

accident? Seems like a stupid question, but

some of the current practices make you wonder. Try
the following scenario on for size . . .

C 2R 2 is finally here and your weekend is all

planned. You and your partner are both believers in

flying hard and playing hard. Thursday is planned

for three hops into Randolph for some local cuisine

and a talk with MPC early Friday morning. Friday

will be three hops to Florida to see a UPT classmate.

Saturday you’ll four-hop out to California where

you and your partner both have dates lined up.

Four hops won’t be any sweat because of the three

hour time difference. Sunday will be a lazy three-

hopper back to the home drome. Seems like a good
profile with lots of flight hours, good RON bases,

and good times.

Now let’s see how the weekend goes. You get into

Randolph Thursday evening and head downtown
for the hottest food around, and a few cool ones

to wash it down. You manage to bag about six

hours in the sack before getting up, packing up, and
trotting over to MPC for your appointment. You
get wheels in the well at about 1 1 00. On your second

stopover, you slam down a soda and a candy bar,

thinking about the seafood platter you’re going to

savor that night. You get to the coast late Friday

afternoon, and head for the Club, where your friend

and Happy Hour are waiting. The seafood, drinks,

and stories were all super, and you fall into the rack

at about 0100. Saturday you’re up and on your way
to Base Ops by 0700. A cup of coffee gets your eye-

lids up, and once again you’re ready to press. At
your second hop stopover base, you land to find

that you’re ninth in line for fuel. As you pace the

halls of Base Ops, you see your plans for the evening

falling apart. After what seems to be an eternity,

you’re fueled and back on your way. You get a super

quick turn at your third base, and it appears that all

may not be lost after all. You sprint into Base Ops,

look at the weather maps, check on your flight plan,

and run back out. You get to California just in time

to get showered and shaved before meeting your

dates. After a very memorable evening, you finally

sack out at 0200. At 0700 you drag yourself over to

Base Ops, exhausted, but still among the living.

After all, this weekend was worth a little missed

sleep. And now that the weekend’s over, all that’s

left is the three hops back home. You almost nod off

a couple of times on the way back, but you make
your timing window, safe and sound.

Sound — maybe, but safe? Do you recognize

some of the patterns found in the weekend trip? If

not, let me point a few out.

Inadequate Rest — You should allow for eight

hours of sleep each night. Some people don’t need

eight hours, but if you are planning on three or four

full days of flying, allowing for eight hours of rest is

especially important.

Improper Eating Habits— Getting a good dinner

is usually no problem, but breakfast and lunch is a

different story. A cup of coffee or a soda and a

candy bar just doesn’t cut it. Take time for a real

breakfast before starting the day’s activity. If you
plan on flying late into the afternoon, get a good
lunch along the way. More and more mishaps are

identifying a lack of adequate nutrition as a con-

tributing factor.

The “Gotta Get There Syndrome” — Pressing

hard and quick turnarounds can be great, as long as

some precautions are taken. On your stopovers,

check the weather, NOTAMS (including hourly

updates), and alternates carefully. If you are plan-

ning a long hop, check your fuel reserve using the

most current winds. Give transient maintenance at

your next stop a call to find out about any special

situations or delays. It only takes a few minutes to

be thorough, and it may save you a lot of time or

embarrassment later.

Complacency — Be certain that you are mentally

prepared to fly every flight. Just because it’s Sunday
and you’re heading home doesn’t mean that you’re

exempt from an emergency or other unplanned

situation. If you are having one of those days when
the jet is at level off, but you’re mind is still at brake

release, force yourself to catch up. Do not accept the

situation and allow it to snowball. Too many good
pilots have been lulled to death by complacency.

Don’t allow yourself to become one of them.

Any one of these points could put you into a diffi-

cult situation. If allowed to continue, they could put

you into a corner you may not be able to get out of.

If any of these practices ring a bell to you, you

should ask why you are setting yourself up for an

accident. Ensure that you get adequate rest and

food. Plan ahead to avoid delays, but when they do
happen, accept them and amend your plans accord-

ingly. Force yourself to overcome complacency. By
following these guidelines, you will prepare yourself

for a safer weekend of training and travel.
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Capt Neal D. Coyle

328th BMS

T
his past summer, a touch and go landing

turned into a moment that I will undoubtedly

never forget, when I went completely off the

runway before getting airborne. My war story

should cause you to think about the numerous

factors that affect touch and go landings and also

emphasize some thoughts on basic airmanship. I

won’t bore you with the hundreds of numbers and

charts that apply during any touch and go, but in-

stead, I will emphasize the real lesson: Fly The
Aircraft.

First, consider the sequence of a normal touch

and go landing. Your aircraft is on the runway,

hopefully on centerline, and you extend the air-

brakes to position six. This does a number of things

to your airplane. To start, it decreases the lift being

produced by the wing, which puts more weight on

the main gear and increases your steering effective-

ness. As a bonus, the position of the spoilers moves
the center of lift forward to help keep your aft gear

on the ground. It also reduces your lateral control

effectiveness slightly, but at this point and through-

out the ground roll you are using rudder to maintain

runway heading and centerline position, with only

control wheel inputs to keep the wings level. You
hold the control column near neutral while the

other pilot resets your stabilizer trim to prevent an

extreme out of trim condition when you get air-

borne. Once the trim is set, you retract the air-

brakes. Again, this does a number of things to your

aircraft requiring a pilot response. You have in-

creased lift, reducing the weight on the gear and so

reducing your steering effectiveness. However, you
have slowed down so this decreased steering is not

noticeable. You check power and apply takeoff

thrust, adding some back pressure with the control

column to keep the aft gear down as you accelerate.

You may also have to make lateral control inputs to

correct for any roll and yaw generated by the

engines accelerating at different rates. Smooth
throttle technique can minimize this requirement.

As you accelerate for the take-off, the center of

gravity moves aft due to the shift in your fuel. This

has been considered in your target trim setting. As
you accelerate you improve the control effective-

ness of your flight controls dramatically. Dynamic
pressure, or “q,” relates directly to the effectiveness

of your flight controls and is a function of your

velocity squared. The aircraft lifts off as you reach

unstick speed and you are back in the air.

Now I’ll discuss that touch and go that I re-

member all too well. The landing was normal
through the retraction of the airbrakes. At this

TOUCH
and

GO
point the right inboard spoiler group remained
locked in the full up position due to a broken
linkage rod. This spoiler group created a roll to the

right due to the decreased lift on that wing and a

yaw to the right due to spoiler drag. Neither force

was noticeably dramatic at first, due to the lower

airspeed; remember “q.” Since a lateral control

requirement is not unusual at this point in a touch

and go, I didn’t recognize it as a serious problem
and applied what I considered to be an adequate

lateral correction. I was also adding some left

rudder to stop the slight right drift generated by

the yaw. By the time the power was advanced for the

takeoff, the rate of roll and yaw was quickly increas-

ing; “q.” As I added increasing amounts of lateral

control and rudder inputs the generated roll and
yaw were accelerating faster than I could react.

At this point, I suspected engine failure because

the aircraft behaved the same as it always did during

engine failure on takeoff practice, but worse. As a

note, the ground track was remarkably similar to

that followed by engine failure accidents. I quickly

checked the engine instruments and the engines

were operating normally; the airspeed was approxi-

mately 100 KTS. I rejected a thought of aborting

and advanced the right outboard engines through

the thrust gate. I was holding full left rudder and

full left lateral control. With the right wing low,

the aircraft was heading fifteen degrees right of run-

way heading as measured by the scuff marks left by

the deflected forward gear. The outboard engines

stopped the yaw to the right and leveled the wings as

the aircraft departed the runway. I applied full back

pressure on the control column and the aircraft

lifted off after traveling 155 feet through the grass.

Once airborne I released back pressure to accelerate

in ground effect; there were tracks for 1 60 feet where

the forward gear clipped off the top four inches of

grass twelve inches high. With safe airspeed I

climbed to pattern altitude. With the increase in air-

speed, and “q,” I found the aircraft was easily
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controlled even with the operating airbrakes re-

tracted. After a check for aircraft damage and
controllability, I completed a normal airbrakes four

approach and landing.

In this discussion of this situation I did not

mention fuel shift, an important factor. With the

right wing low and generating yaw to the right, the

fuel did not shift laterally at first. The yaw kept the

fuel from “sliding downhill.” However, as the

rudder input began to slow and then reverse the

right yaw generated by the spoiler, the fuel shifted

quickly to the right. The other crewmembers re-

ported a sudden jerk to the right at this point. In

fact, the crew oven flung across the aircraft cockpit

striking the opposite bulkhead. This fuel shift to the

right jerked the aircraft further to the right, com-
pounding our problem. Fuel shift is a function of

the inertia of the fuel and the changing momentum
of the aircraft. As the fuel reached a limit, the right

side of the fuel tanks, it applied an input to the air-

craft momentum. My control inputs were lagging

behind the increasing rate of roll and yaw to the

right generated by the spoiler group and the fuel

shift. This points out the importance of momentum
in the dynamic situation of all touch and go land-

ings. I had to overcome the momentum to the right

before I could correct our ground track to the left.

In this case, there wasn’t enough control effective-

ness to do that in time.

I haven’t said much about my personal thoughts

while this was happening. I can’t say my memory is

all that clear. I do remember fear, but most of all, I

remember thinking about one thing I learned from

the instructors at CFIC. Fly The Aircraft. I am
thoroughly convinced that the ten of us who were

on the aircraft are still kicking around because of

that lesson. After that touch and go, I know the real

meaning behind those three words.

One lesson I hope we can all learn from this ex-

perience is the importance of preparing yourself for

every touch and go landing. There has been a great

deal written about the “critical eleven minutes.” A
touch and go compresses all the hazards of takeoff

and landing into a very short time period. I would

estimate that from the onset of my problem, to

exiting the runway, only ten seconds elapsed.

Earlier, I used the phrase “normal touch and go,”

don’t let repetition and complacency fool you into

believing there is such a thing. On final for your

next touch and go when you complete the landing

check to make sure your aircraft is ready, add one

time for yourself: Are You ready to Fly the Aircraft?
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This article is a new feature in Combat Crew. The
title is taken from a statement by Maj Gen Jack L.

Watkins, commander, 1st Strategic Aerospace Divi-

sion. This first article highlights the parent units for

the CPO Working Group: 3901st SMES and 4315th
CCTS. Subsequent feature articles will be authored
by members of the 3901st SMES, 4315th CCTS, and
the Comprehensive Performance Objectives Work-
ing Group addressing topics of interest to all missile

combat crewmembers.

Can you name an organization that every 5/1

C

Missile Crewmember has been attached to?

Yes, the 4315th Combat Crew Training

Squadron, responsible for the Initial Qualification

Training for all SAC Missile Combat Crew-
members.
As a part of the 1st Strategic Aerospace Division

at Vandenberg Air Force Base, the 4315 CCTS is

comprised of more than 200 officers and NCOs who
are carefully selected specialists with extensive

field experience in either missile operations or

maintenance. Instructors must have standardi-

zation/evaluation, missile procedures trainer or

weapon system instructor experience. All 4315th

personnel come to the unit with top records and

their commander’s recommendation.
Those that do join the squadron to fill myriad

vital positions such as missile procedures trainer

instructors/ operators, academic and Emergency
War Order instructors, curriculum program man-
agers, audiovisual specialists, maintenance super-

visors, educational specialists, etc. It is an

organization that offers unlimited growing oppor-

tunities for aggressive missile personnel.

With such a stacked lineup, this one-of-a-kind

squadron has taught the ABC’s of missile proce-

dures and operations to more than 16,500 SAC
missileers since 1963. The squadron prides itself in

“Training Quality Missileers and Talking Missiles.”

The 4315th certainly does that — and much more!

In addition to conducting the IQT for future

SAC missile combat crewmembers, the 4315th

provides a number of other valuable services for the

SAC missile force and Department of Defense,

including:

— All Minuteman upgrade training to mission-

ready levels;

— Missile staff officer training for non-crew

personnel destined for Wing, Numbered Air

Force, MAJCOM, Headquarters, Air Force,

and DoD-level position;

— Technology course training for missile opera-

tions instructors at the nine SAC missile wings

and at Vandenberg;
— Special briefings to distinguished visitors at

the request of the 1 STRAD Commander;
— Videotape assistance to operational wings on

missile operation procedures upon request.

The squadron handles these numerous roles

through a triumvirate-type organization — three

distinct branches:

— Missile Training

— Curriculum Management
— Missile Procedures Trainer Management

By far the largest of the functioning trio is the

Missile Training Branch, whose individual sections

handle training for all five ICBM weapon systems,

EWO training, and valuable audiovisual support.

The second branch of the triumvirate is indis-

pensable and closely intertwined with the objectives

of the Training Branch. This is the Curriculum

Management Branch, which sets the course design,

sequence, modification and effectiveness of each

training program.

A unique aspect of the Curriculum Management
Branch is a section that, unlike most squadron

sections, is not totally dedicated to training

personnel within the Command.
The Missile Presentation Section is charged with

the Ballistic Missile Staff Course, a three-day

comprehensive look at the global strategic picture.

Students to this course come from all branches of

the uniformed services, DoD civilians, and other

Federal agencies. The exceptional briefers conduct-

ing this course present background on both US and
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USSR capabilities in strategic systems. It is highly

praised throughout the DoD and other participat-

ing Federal agencies.

How can you realistically test students without

hands-on experience? You can’t! That is why the

third of the 4315 CCTS operational branches is in-

dispensable — the Missile Procedures Trainer

Management Branch. There are 11 MPTs that

simulate the SAC missile force weapon systems and
all of these MPTs are maintained and operated

16-24 hours a day, every day of the year, by

personnel of the MPT Management Branch.

The 4315 CCTS is truly one-of-a-kind. There is

no other such missile training facility in the Free

World. For that reason, the mission of this

squadron is vital to the SAC ICBM Force and to the

entire strategic posture.

So indeed, the 4315 CCTS does “Train Quality

Missileers and Talk Missiles”, because these highly

competent professionals believe in their motto:

“Training . . . Keystone Of Peace.
”

The 3901st

This Vandenberg missile evaluation squadron is

a HQ SAC special activity, reporting directly to the

SAC Deputy Commander for Operations, Major
General Louis C. Buckman. The primary mission of

the 3901st is simply stated — “Develop Command
ICBM standardization and evaluation programs,

and periodically evaluate and report on the status of

these and associated programs in operational units.

Provide technical expertise and support to various

HQ SAC agencies.” For the past 20 years, members
of the squadron have been handpicked from opera-

tional units to carry out this vital role.

How is the 3901st organized? Internally, the

squadron has four Branches: Operations, mainte-

nance, Communications, and Support. There are

157 personnel assigned, including 46 officers, 107

NCOs, and 4 civilians. Evaluators are selected

from nominations of the most technically qualified

personnel available within the Command. The
competition is keen, and each member of the

squadron can rightfully feel a deep sense of pride

and self-satisfaction for having been selected. The
normal tour of duty is four years for staff personnel

while the evaluators’ tour of duty is three. The four

Branch Chiefs report directly to the Commander,
Colonel Richard W. Schoonmaker. Colonel

Schoonmaker became the Commander in June

1981, and brings a wealth of missile knowledge and
experience to the helm. He has held numerous key

staff positions in both Titan and Minuteman opera-

tional wings, including Squadron Commander,
Director of Operations, Vice-Commander, and
Wing Commander. The 3901st is comprised of a

complete spectrum of missile AFSCs, and the

squadron is constantly on the alert for good talent.

If you have an interest in the 3901 st, read the Missile

And Space Career Opportunity Text (MASCOT)

and get an application on File with the squadron.

Most people are very familiar w ith our evaluation

function and know that each year the nine opera-

tional missile wings and 1st Strategic Aerospace

Division at Vandenberg are given a thorough

evaluation. It is during these evaluations that the

3901st is most visible; however, our role“ ... to pro-

vide technical expertise and support to various HQ
SAC agencies” has grown tremendously over the

past several years and will continue to grow as the

MX becomes a member of the SAC deterrent force.

Without getting too much in detail, a review of

some of the squadron duties (other than eval-

uation) will demonstrate our breadth and depth in

the missile business:

— Develop or coordinate on all SAC regulations

and manuals affecting the missile force.

— Represent the Command at conferences con-

cerning equipment design and modification,

technical data development, and weapon
system procurement actions. (In FY 1980,

3901st members participated in 129 such

meetings representing over 1386 man-days.)

— Command certifying agency for unit person-

nel on the operation of new or modified

weapon system components.
— Compile and analyze data for the 3901st

and unit evaluations that is used by SAC
management at all levels.

— Single point manager for all Missile Pro-

cedures Trainers in SAC.
— Produce the SAC Inspector General (IG)

Missile Procedure Trainer scripts used to

evaluate crew member proficiency during

Operational Readiness Inspections.

— Develop the exercise scenarios and provide

monitors for the annual Missile Combat
Competition. (Colonel Schoonmaker serves

in the capacity of Competition Commander.)
— In conjunction with the 43 15 CCTS, the Com-

prehensive Performance Objective (CPO)
Working Group reviews all changes to crew

procedures which may affect the CPOs con-

tained in the various volumes ofSACR 50-16.

In addition to these functions and our normal

full team evaluations, we conduct all mission ready

evaluations for crew members completing initial

qualification training. We also conduct special

evaluations as directed by HQ SAC, such as Titan

missile recycles and propellant transfer operations.

The 3901st has a history and heritage dating back

to the beginning of Intercontinental Ballistic

Missiles. It is a diversified unit, with all the special-

ties necessary for evaluating the technical and

operational aspects of our ICBM force. The
squadron has served the Strategic Air Command
proudly in its role as the Command evaluation

team, thereby insuring the readiness of our ICBM
personnel and equipment.
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AMS and LRPLS
... A Looh at Two

Future Systems

Capt Kenyon L. Peterson
HQ SAC/XPHD

T
wo promising systems under development for

present and/or future strategic aircraft are

the Advanced Missile System (AMS) and
the Long Range Passive Location System
(LRPLS). Both of these systems have been designed

to meet the challenges that face our Cruise Missile

Carriers and penetrating bomber force.

The requirement for AMS to be developed was
identified by SAC when it addressed a need for a

penetrating bomber defense suppression missile.

Initial system requirements envisioned a design

which would capitalize on technology advances in

missile speed, increased range per pound of fuel,

reduced radar cross section and highly accurate

guidance systems. This proposed new weapon
system would become the SRAM of the future,

should SRAM become either vulnerable, per-

formance deficient or unsupportable.

The advanced missile system’s contribution to the

bomber force effectiveness would be significant. It

would give the bomber force a flexible missile that

could be deployed for primary strike, standoff

defense suppression and, in a new dimension,

strategic air-to-air combat. The air-to-air mission

of AMS is to seek out and destroy the new Soviet

Union Airborne Warningand Control Systemand/
or its associated airborne interceptors.

Recently, three major contractors (McDonnell
Douglas, Martin-Marietta and Boeing) completed

studies on how a strategic bomber can effectively

neutralize the SUAWACS. As a result of these

studies, the Air Force was presented with several

alternative solutions for the AMS type configura-

tion. One proposal was a high performance SRAM
size rocket using the latest technology fuels and
guidance systems. Another proposal was the

Integral Rocket Ramjet (IRR). AMS could use

integral rocket ramjet technology to permit low or

high altitude supersonic flight. This process in-

speeds where ramjets begin efficient operation;

ramjet operation then takes over to boost the speed

to a near hypersonic regime. AMS’s high speed, in

combination with a low RCS will place a large

number of hardened, terminally defended targets at

risk while significantly reducing the enemy's ability

to detect and intercept the AMS.
With the AMS came a need for a system to detect

long range airborne or ground based targets. To
complicate the situation even more, the designers

were given the task to fire the missile at the air-

borne/ground based target prior to the carrier

being detected. To accomplish this, the Long Range
Passive Location System was developed. The trick

is not to simply detect an enemy radar signal but

to find azimuth and range information so the

system can accurately program and fire an ASM.
Additionally, this would give the carrier the option

to fly around or under the threat. Active radar is

not preferred because it would advertise the air-

craft’s presence to the enemy. What is needed is a

system that is passive (doesn't radiate), and can

rapidly and accurately determine the location of the

enemy out to the radar horizon. LRPLS, which is

now under preliminary development at Boeing, is

just this sort of system.

The first generation equipment, designed to test

the practicability of LRPLS, is available today

and has been flight tested under a 22 month, $1.6

million contract with the Air Force’s Aeronautical

Systems Division. After successful ground testing,

the electronics package was delivered to the Air

Force and installed on a modified C-135 aircraft.

The LRPLS system was flight tested and, from an

operational standpoint, the preliminary test results

are very exciting. Boeing currently is analyzing

flight test data to confirm operational system

feasibility and determine measurement accuracy of

the system.

As the B-52 continues as our primary airborne

strategic deterrent, we will continue to update its

capabilities. The “black boxes” loaded with the

latest technology help keep the B-52 a viable

weapon system. The R&D community is preparing

to meet the challenges of the future. The technology

being developed today will enable us to maintain

the present or future strategic bomber as one of the

most formidable weapon systems in the world.
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Crewmembers return to Pease carrying trophies they won at the
1981 SAC Bombing and Navigation Competition. The 509th
Bomb Wing became the first unit in the history of the compe-
tition to win four trophies while being named the overall Bomb
Comp champion.

Night of the Big Win!
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Members of the 320th BMW, Mather AFB, also rejoice in

winning trophies at the 1981 Bomb Comp.

SAC BOMB COMP . . .

Winner’s Circle

T
he 509th Bomb Wing, Pease AFB, became

the first unit in SAC to win four Bomb Comp
trophies at the same time they walked away

with the Bombing and Navigation Competition

honors at Barksdale AFB in November.
The FB-1 1 1 unit from New Hampshire was not

only named champion of the annual SAC meet,

they also took home the Mathis Trophy, the John
C. Meyer Memorial Trophy, and the General Curtis

E. LeMay Trophy.

Pease crews achieved the highest competition ef-

fectiveness of .8403 to capture the Fairchild.

Runner-up for the trophy was the 380th Bomb
Wing, Plattsburgh AFB with a CE of .7988. The
379th Bomb Wing from Wurtsmith AFB came in

third by obtaining a CE of .7684.

The Fairchild Trophy is awarded to the SAC
wing with the best combined bombing and navi-

gation team score for both bombers and tankers. It

is named in honor of Gen Muir S. Fairchild, WWI
bomber pilot and vice chief of staff of the Air Force.

The Saunders Trophy was awarded to the 379th

Bomb Wing, Wurtsmith AFB. The 379th attained

Gen Bennie L. Davis, CINCSAC, attended the Bomb Comp
and reported “.

. . I have been Impressed . . . You have demon-
strated the best In pride and professionalism.”
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509th Bomb Wing members display the four trophies they

took home.

the most points in all phases of tanker operation.

The Saunders is given in honor of Brig Gen Don W.
Saunders, former commander of the 57th Air Divi-

sion, who was killed attempting to set a world

cruise record aboard a KC-135 in 1958.

Coming in second and third for the Saunders

were the 320th Bomb Wing, Mather AFB and the

92nd Bomb Wing, Fairchild AFB.
The Mathis Trophy, awarded to the Best Bomber

unit, and based on total points compiled in bomb-
ing, was presented to the 509th Bomb Wing, Pease

AFB. First and second runners-up for the trophy

were the 379th Bomb Wing, Wurtsmith AFB and

the 97th Bomb Wing, Blytheville AFB. The Mathis

Trophy honors Lt Jack Mathis who heroically died

at his bomb sight in a WW1I raid over Germany.

Competition for the Lt Gen James H. Doolittle

Trophy was extremely close, with the 8th Air Force

edging out 15th Air Force. The Eighth collected

72.64% of possible points, just 1.6% ahead of the

15th Air Force. The trophy is in honor of “Jimmy”
Doolittle who prior to WWII had won nearly every

flying trophy in the world.

The John C. Meyer Memorial Trophy for the

Best FB- 111 unit in low level bombing and elec-

tronic countermeasure was won by the 509th Bomb
Wing, Pease AFB. First runner-up for the award
was the 380th Bomb Wing, Plattsburgh AFB.
General Meyer was the SAC commander in chief

from 1972 through 1974.

The 97th Bomb Wing, Blytheville AFB, won the

William J. Crumm Linebacker Memorial Trophy.
The 7th Bomb Wing, Carswell AFB claimed second

place, followed by the 379th Bomb Wing, Wurt-
smith AFB.
The Crumm Trophy is awarded to the B-52 unit

that compiles the most points in high altitude

bombing. The trophy is named in honor of Maj Gen
Crumm, former commander of SAC’s Third Air

Division who was killed in a B-52 crash in Southeast

Asia.

The Gen Russell E. Dougherty Short Range

Attack Missile Trophy was won by the 320th Bomb
Wing, Mather AFB. The trophy is in honor of Gen
Dougherty, commander in chief of SAC from 1974

to 1977. The trophy was presented to the B-52 or

FB- 111 unit achieving the best overall SRAM re-

sults in the competition. First runner-up for the

SRAM award was the 509th from Pease AFB.
Second runner-up was the 380th Bomb Wing,

Plattsburgh AFB.
The Maj James M. Bartsch Electronic Warfare

Trophy was also won by the 320th Bomb Wing from

Mather. First runner-up for the ECM trophy was

the 410th Bomb Wing, K. 1. Sawyer and second

runner-up was the 42d Bomb Wing, Loring AFB.
The ECM trophy is in honor of Maj Bartsch who

was one of the most decorated electronic warfare
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379th Bomb Wing winners with the Saunders Trophy.

97th Bomb Wing members display their win: the William J.

Crumm Linebacker Memorial Trophy.
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92d Bomb Wing winners hold their Navigation Trophy.

320 Bomb Wing competitors surround their win, the Russell E.

Dougherty SRAM Trophy.

officers in the Air Force. The trophy is presented

to the B-52 unit that achieves the best overall elec-

tronic warfare results in the competition.

The Bombing Trophy, renamed last year in

honor of Gen Curtis E. LeMay was won by the

509th Bomb Wing from Pease AFB. The LeMay
Trophy was awarded to the bomber crew compiling

the most points in high and low level bombing.

Second place was the 380th Bomb Wing from
Plattsburgh. In third place was the 509th Bomb
Wing from Pease. The trophy is named in honor of

the early SAC commander and former Air Force

chief of staff.

The Navigation Trophy was awarded to the 92nd
Bomb Wing from Fairchild, with second place

going to the 5th Bomb Wing, Minot AFB. Third

went to the 170th AREFG, McGuire AFB. The
Navigation Trophy is awarded to the tanker unit

compiling the most points by their crews in celestial

navigation.

The Best Crew awards were won by the following

crews and units:

Best B-52: First, Crew E-09, 320th BMW, Mather
AFB; second. Crew S-20, 379th BMW, Wurtsmith

AFB; third, Crew E- 1 3 , 96th BMW, Dyess AFB.
Best FB-1 1 1: First, Crew S-19, 380th BMW, Platts-

burgh AFB; second, Crew S-0 1 , 509th BMW, Pease

AFB: third, Crew S-04, 509th BMW, Pease AFB.
Best KC-135: First, Crew S- 101, 320th Bomb Wing,

Mather AFB; second, Crew E- 141, 379th BMW,
Wurtsmith AFB, third. Crew E- 183, 92d BMW,
Fairchild AFB.
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EDITOR’S NOTE:

The “Big I” office has found an
article which applies to every-

one involved in the flight

operation of aircraft. With the

poor visibility season ap-
proaching, the 1st Combat
Evaluation Group Instrument
Division wishes to thank the

MAC Flyer for the use of a most
timely feature.

Believing "seeing is believing" can be hazardous.

by Maj James P. Coe
Military Airlift Command

L
ook at Figure 1. Are the

horizontal lines in each illustra-

tion straight or curved? How
about the lines in Figure 2; are

they the same length? If you have

seen these or similar drawings

before you may know the lines in

Figure 1 are parallel, and that the

ones in Figure 2 are exactly the

same length, but how did you see

them? These are classical geo-

metric illusions, and even if

you’ve seen them many times

before, your visual perception of

them remains inaccurate.

Psychologists estimate that 80%
of our perception of the real

world comes from our eyes.

Normally we see things quite

accurately, but it’s possible for

us to be deceived. When the de-

ception influences our flying

performance, then it becomes a

safety hazard. This is particular-

ily true when inaccurate visual

perceptions affect the way we land

airplanes.

Learning to land involves develop-

ing a set of behavioral patterns that

allow us to safely control the aircraft.

At first we learn what a “normal”

approach looks like at the airfield

where we are first qualifying in the

aircraft. Later, a series of successful

approaches and landings gives us an

idea of what a “normal” approach to

a “standard” aerodrome looks like.

However, stresses on our body and

the airfield environment itself can

both affect our visual perception.

Sometimes flying our average look-

ing approach and landing can be

quite dangerous.

Stress

Recent research has discovered the

ways emotions affect our vision. For
instance, measurable shifts to far or

nearsightedness happen when people

are under stress. These changes can

last from a few minutes to several

days. Sudden acute stress, such as a

bird striking the windscreen, causes

farsightedness. Longer term emo-
tional stresses — anxiety, appre-

hension, isolation — cause near-

sightedness. Either way, an emotion-

induced change in vision can affect

the quality of flying by changing

depth perception, altering cross-

check patterns or distracting a

crewmember.

Environment
Visual illusions, like the ones

demonstrated in Figures 1 and 2,

have been known for centuries.

Scientists have studied vision

thoroughly to discover why visual

illusions happen. Use the airfield

diagram in Figure 3 to try and answer

the following problem. You are

sitting in the aircraft parked in front

of the terminal. Ground control

clears you to taxi to runway five via

taxiways alpha, echo, whiskey nd

sierra. When you cross runway 05/23

will you have to turn slightly to enter

taxiway sierra or follow a course

diagonally across the runway?

Figure 3

Figure 4, the Poggendorf illusion
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The correct answer is, “You won’t

have to turn.” Any doubt you ex-

perienced was probably caused by

the Poggendorf Illusion. Shown
more clearly in Figure 4, it demon-
strates that an oblique line cutting

across two parallel lines may appear

to be offset even though it is an ex-

tension of the same line. Let’s now
turn to some landing illusions.

Approach Terrain

You judge your aircraft’s approach

path based on its apparent position

relative to both the runway and the

surrounding terrain. An approach

flown over ground that slopes down
toward the threshold may deceive

you into thinking you are too low.

The resulting correction to your

“normal” glide path will yield a steep

approach with an excessive rate of

descent. This may result in either a

hard or short landing.

Figure 5 shows terrain sloping up

toward the runway. Flying over this

surface can convince you that you’re

too high. The normal (and erroneous)

tendency is to fly a shallower glide

path, resulting in decreased obstacle

clearance and a dragged-in ap-

proach.

Contrast

Based on visual experience, we
normally assume that things which

are brighter and more clearly defined

are closer than objects appearing dim

or hazy. We often use this com-
parison to help our depth perception,

but when contrast cues are in conflict

with other information our per-

formance can be degraded. The most

serious problem of this nature is the

“black hole” illusion.

At night, the airfield shown in

Figure 6 becomes a good example of

the black hole. The approach to the

airport is over water and the sur-

rounding terrain is more-or-less

featureless and has few ground lights.

Using visual cues only, an approach

Figure 6

into this type of airport is extremely
hazardous. Visual perception of

distance from the field in this case

may be based on the clarity and
brightness of the runway lights only,

and simulator studies show that

pilots frequently misjudge this kind

of approach and land short.

Figures 7 and 8 show two other

w'ays that contrast cues can be re-

duced. Both airfields blend into their

background and lose definition.

Consequently, based on vision alone,

you would probably see them as

farther away than they really are.

Runway Slope

A couple of years ago a C-130 crew

was delivering supplies into a remote

airfield in good weather conditions.

The 4,000-foot-long runway sloped

upward about 6.7% and ended at the

base of a mountain. The pilot flew the

computed approach speed of 1 19

Figure 5, terrain slopes up toward runway

Figure 7, light runway and light terrain Figure 8, dark runway and dark terrain
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knots. Using visual cues, however,

he established a steeper-than-normal

glide path. The Hercules landed hard

and bounced once on the runway
causing damage to the ramp and aft

fuselage. Figure 9 shows how this

type of airfield looks from final

approach. Of course you can see the

runway’s slope, but to appreciate its

magnitude, look at the ground-level

view of the same runway looking

toward the threshold, Figure 10.

Let’s explore the geometry that

explains why runway slope can

dramatically affect your perception

of the visual glide path. Figure 1

1

shows three different runway slope

and approach possibilities. The top

situation is the “normal” condition.

Your eyes are accustomed to measur-

ing the 177° angle between the run-

way and a standard three-degree

glide path. Your perspective of the

runway from final approach looks

similar to the illustration on the left

in Figure 1 1 . If the runway slopes up

from the threshold, then the

tendency is to fly down to meet the

normal-looking glide slope, causinga

dragged-in approach. A steep

approach results if you try to fly the

“standard” glide slope to a runway
that slopes down away from the

threshold.

Figure 9, terrain slopes down to

threshold and runway slopes up

Figure 10, looking toward

threshold at ground level

Figure 11, runway slope

and perspective
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Runway Length-Width
Considering the two runways in

Figure 12, which looks longer? In

answering this question you are using

a learned ability to estimate the

length of two parallel lines based on

their apparent convergence due to

perspective. However, increasing or

decreasing the distance between the

lines appears to change their length.

In the illustration, the lines repre-

senting the sides of the runway are

the same length. Variations in

runway width can obviously mislead

crewmembers: Also, because your

perspective on final approach is

influenced, you will usually believe

the aircraft is lower than it really is

while approaching a wider-than-

expected runway. If you combine

runway slope and length-width

illusions, visual approach cues can

become extremely unreliable.

Weather
Rain and fog have varying effects

on pilot’s perceptions of an airfield.

Heavy rain causes it to appear less

clear and lights to be dimmer, and the

runway looks farther away than it

really is. On the other hand, a little

moisture on the windscreen may have

a magnifying effect and make the

airfield environment look closer,

especially at night when lights appear

relatively brighter under these condi-

tions.

Shallow fog has effects which are

also more hazardous at night. The
whole approach and runway light

system may be visible from high

altitude even when a low RVR or

prevailing visibility is reported. As
you descend into the fog, visual

references progressively disappear.

This may give the illusion that the

aircraft has abruptly pitched nose up,

which may induce you to react with

control inputs in the opposite

direction. The risk of striking the

ground with a high rate of descent as

a result of an erroneous correction is

very real.

Fixation

Attention concentrated on one cue

or a limited set of cues inside or out-

side the cockpit is fixation, and it can

be fatal. Target fixation is a re-

cognized problem among fighter

aircrews who fly ground-attack

missions and specific procedures

have been developed to help prevent

accidents due to overconcentra-

tion on the target. In the airlift

business, fixation on a narrow part of

the runway environment can cause

pilots to lose depth perception re-

sulting in degraded aircraft control.

Runway or aimpoint fixation is fairly

common among inexperienced pilots

just learning to land. Most pilots can

remember concentrating so hard on
getting the aircraft into a designated

touchdown zone that they ignored

airspeed or rate of descent until their

IP called it to their attention or sent

them around.

Bad weather or darkness can

remove many visual cues from the

airport environment so it becomes

easy to fixate on the few cues that

may be left. If you visually home-in

on what you can see outside and

ignore all other indications of flight

path, your chances of missing

important aircraft control informa-

tion are greatly increased.

Figure 12,

runway width-length relationship

The best preventive measures for

fixation are a good cross-check and
crew coordination. Keeping your
attention moving in the landing

environment will force you to see

more of the cues available. You must
compare not only your position

relative to the aim point, but also to

the entire runway — or as much of it

as you can see. Good back up from a

copilot or another crewmember can

draw your attention to inadequate

airspeed or sink-rate control before

they get so far out of limits that

recovery before ground impact
becomes unlikely.

More experienced aviators reading

this article will probably recall seeing

nearly every illusion described.

Because of their experience their

susceptibility to landing illusions is

reduced. However, other factors such

as fatigue, poor night adaptation,

hypoxia due to smoking, and over-

confidence can make any pilot

susceptible to landing illusions.

Fortunately, preventing mishaps due

to misperceptions of visual approach

cues is fairly easy. The keys are good
preflight planning, using instrument

references, and crew coordination.

When planning an arrival to an

unfamiliar field, or one with known
misleading illusion characteristics or

weather, you should carefully review

the expected physical appearance of

the runway environment and sur-

rounding terrain. If an Airport

Qualification Program is avail-

able, it will often point out hazards

and give you a real picture of what

the airport looks like. Although most

MAC aircraft are required to fly

precision instrument approaches at

night (when available) setting up

your instruments for approach
guidance even when making a day,

visual approach gives you an

important safety backup. Finally,

assistance from the other pilot and

crewmembers can help keep you out

of trouble. A good approach briefing

should tell them exactly what their

duties will be during the anticipated

approach, including what you want

them looking for during visual

approaches. With conscious pre-

paration and awareness, a profes-

sional MAC crew can safely land

their aircraft in almost any en-

vironment.
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INS/DNS:
Does it really work or

Is it magic?

(First of two-part series)

Major Edward “Kirk” Whisman
and

Captain Robert E. Mustard
Central Flight Instructor Course
Castle Air Force Base

T
he inertial (INS) and doppler (DNS) naviga-

tion systems are two of the finest state-of-the-

art navigation systems that have blessed the

cockpit of the KC- 1 35 since the tanker’s conception.

They have been instrumental in bringing the science

of navigation out of the dark ages where LOPs were

plotted with a crash axe to today’s capabilities of

measuring an aircrafts’ position in tenths of

degrees/ NMs. Hopefully, by this time, most crew

members have had the opportunity to get some
“hands on” experience with either the single INS or

the INS/ DNS and have been able to accomplish

some of the various checklists such as position up-

dates, orbital pattern steering or even grid heading

display. But have you really checked out the limits

of these systems to find out if they really do work?
By looking into five specific areas of application of

the INS or INS/DNS, we will be able to expand
your working knowledge of these systems and help

you to better appreciate their capabilities. The five

areas we will discuss are: Mission Planning con-

siderations, Normal Alignment, Orbiting
Functions, Air Alignment, and Grid Procedures.

One of the most important phases of any flight,

whether it be a normal training sortie or a HHD
mission, is mission planning. This is especially true

when you know you will be working with a rela-

tively new piece of equipment such as the INS/ DNS.
One of the first items you must consider is how are

you going to plan your turns? When you fly with an

INS/DNS you will have a number of options. You
may elect to plan point to point with no regard for

the actual turn radius. If you do not couple the auto-

pilot to the INS just remember that the crosstrack

information will not take into account the turn

radius and will show you off track when you roll

out. One method of correcting this misleading

crosstrack information would be to use the way
point change function and go “0— direct” when the

aircraft rolls out. As long as you hit your planned

turn point this technique will provide fairly accurate

information. You can see, however, how important

hitting the turn point becomes when using “0 —
direct”. If you were off course at the turn point

and go “0 — direct” upon rollout you have just lost

any viable comparison of aircraft position to the

planned track. A preferred method of making a turn

with the INS/ DNS is to pick coordinates at rollout

to be inserted as a way point, thus providing ac-

curate course information at all times. You may
have also heard someone mention something about

“phantom” coordinates to be used with the INS
coupled to the autopilot. This simply involves

picking a set of coordinates that corresponds to a

point past the planned turn point to be inserted that

will align the aircraft on the proper track following

the turn. When the aircraft gets within 41 secs of

the turn point, the autopilot will direct a turn to

intercept the new desired track.

Now that we have taken a quick look at some
planning factors involved in working with the INS/
DNS, let’s further examine certain problem areas

with these systems during normal alignment se-

quences. You may or may not have ever ex-

perienced a problem with battery units of the INS/
DNS but the potential is definitely there. If, for

whatever reason, the battery units are not installed,

the systems will not operate, even if aircraft power
is available to them. There is, also, circuit breaker

protection on each battery unit that if popped could

cut off all power to the respective unit. In certain

cases you may have to deal with a low battery unit

where the INS will shut itself down during align-

ment state 8 when the battery is tested. It is possible

to work around this problem by going from OFF to

NAV on the mode selectorand then back to ALIGN
after at least 15 seconds have elapsed since align-

ment state 8 is reached. The battery unit should be

replaced when this failure occurs.

When the INS has completed its normal align-

ment you want to insure the mode selector is put to

NAV before the aircraft is moved. If the mode
selector is not placed to NAV, the INS will still

enter the NAV mode via the forced stored heading

alignment but the unit’s accuracy may be seriously

degraded. If this proves to be unsatisfactory, a

complete realignment either on the ground or air-

borne must be performed. You must place the

selector switch to either STBY or OFF on the MSU
prior to restarting the alignment process.

Moving the mode selector from NAV to ALIGN
will neither reinitiate alignment nor downmode the

INS. It will, however, allow automatic shutdown if

an over-temperature condition is detected. With
the mode selector on NAV or ATT an overtem-

perature condition will produce a warn light but no
shutdown will occur. It is extremely important to

know that the operation of the INS with the mode
selector in the ALIGN position is intended for

ground purposes only!

The normal alignment process of the DNS is

simply a check of the system operation prior to

entering the navigation mode. Since there are no

gyros, the alignment of the system can take place

while the aircraft is parked, taxiing or airborne.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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CFIC CONTINUED
The STBY check, which allows for a J-4 compass

reaction and valid TAS signal, should be complete

after 30 seconds. The standby mode will be auto-

matically accomplished with the mode selector in

STBY, ALIGN, NAV or ATT. The 12.8 second

battery check will be bypassed if the mode selector

is set to NAV or ATT during initial turn on. The

ATT position on the DNS is the same as the NAV
mode and causes no problem when they are

changed. This is not the case with the INS.

With the INS, placing the mode selector to ATT
shuts down the INS computer and the CDU. If the

autopilot or flight director gyro is lost, the INS
can be used for either system. For example, simply

have the pilot press the AP/INS annunciator-

switch and the INS gyro will maintain the autopilot.

You do not have to move the mode selector from

the NAV mode. The only time you would go to the

ATT mode on the INS is when there is a malfunc-

tion and the checklist calls for it. Once the mode
selector is placed to ATT the INS can only be used

for either the pilot’s flight director or autopilot.

More importantly, the NAV mode can not be re-

entered until the system has been realigned. The

final result is the loss of an excellent navigation

system’s capabilities for no reason.

An additional look at the INS/DNS capabilities

must include its in-flight functions and various

limitations within the system. The ability of the INS
to provide wind information can be vitally im-

portant in achieving accurate navigation data.

Getting a wind readout from the INS requires that

the navigation radar system be in one of the follow-

ing minimum operating conditions:

(1) Doppler Function Switch — normal

and

(2) ASN-6: GPI Power Switch — ON/ Wind
Force Knob — GND SPD

or

(3) ASN-7: Mode Selector — STBY / Wind Speed

Slew Switch — GND SPD
If these minimum operating conditions are not

met an incorrect TAS will be supplied to the INS
from the navigation radar system. When a manual
wind is required for ASN-7 operation you cam

periodically return the wind speed slew switch to

GND SPD to get an updated INS wind and
velocity. In addition, if you have an INS/DNS
aircraft, the doppler navigation computer (DNC)
must be ON to get a valid wind from the INS. With
these interrelated pieces of equipment properly

positioned, an accurate wind readout can be ob-

tained and used in analyzing the position of the

aircraft.

Next month, the last article of this series will

continue this discussion on the application of INS/
DNS equipped aircraft to include orbiting func-

tions, air alignment and specific grid procedures.

198i\

Space & Missile
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1981 Flying Safety Rate

0 0 0 0 0 0 .99 .87 1.17 1.39 1.27 1.18

7.13

3.61 3.45

2.54
2.05

1.70
1.47

1.3
1.14-

1.36 1.25

/
28 1 55.4 | 86.9 |

118.0
|

146.3
|

174 9 203.7
|

229.8 262.5 293.2 321.2

I

MISHAPS JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC

1980 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 0

1
1981 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1.40 1.37

KC-135 A JAN 81

FB-111A JAN 81

RC-135S MAR 81

B-52D OCT '81
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KC-135 Fuel Conservation
— Revisited

Capt J. H. Seader

905AREFS

T
he July 80 15AF Professional Operations

Association Information Letter contained

Capt Ira Paul’s article discussing the po-

tential fuel savings of operations at less than

“Optimum” altitudes when distance to travel was

not a consideration. The evidence presented there

inspired a new investigation into local procedures

developed to conserve fuel. This investigation re-

vealed that a misunderstanding of the data pre-

sented in the Performance Appendix was
preventing even a greater fuel savings than the

current local procedure, which mixed range and
endurance planning factors. A brief discussion of

range and endurance planning may help illuminate

the point.

For a given gross weight at a defined altitude, as a

characteristic of the wing, there exists a specific

airspeed where the combination of induced drag

(produced as a component of lift) and parasite drag

(produced by friction of air) is a minimum. Opera-

tions at this airspeed will give an aircraft its best

range at the defined altitude. At the same gross

weight and defined altitude, as a characteristic of

the wing, there exists another specific airspeed,

though much slower, where the lift produced by the

wing compared to the drag of the airplace(L/ D) is a

maximum. Operation at this airspeed will give an

aircraft its best endurance at the defined altitude.

These airspeeds versus gross weight are indicated as

such in the Fuel Mileage charts in the Performance

Appendix for each altitude.

When altitude is not a constraint, an altitude can

be found where best range and best endurance are a

maximum for a given gross weight. These maxi-

mum range and maximum endurance altitudes are

relative to both wing characteristics and altitudes

that affect engine efficiency. As drag determines the

amount of thrust required to maintain level flight

at a given airspeed, drag ultimately determines the

amount of fuel needed to maintain level flight at a

given airspeed. Maximum range and endurance

altitudes are selected where the engines produce

the most thrust per pound of fuel when operating at

either best range or best endurance airspeeds.

Just as best range and best endurance airspeeds

differ, so do maximum range and maximum en-

durance altitudes with the endurance altitude

several thousand feet lower. Flying at best range air-

speed and maximum range altitude gives the

greatest number of miles traveled per pound of fuel,

while operating at best endurance airspeed and

maximum endurance altitude gives the greatest

number of minutes aloft per pound of fuel.

Since most training sorties end at the same place

they started, navigation exercises are usually

planned according to time constraints only, there-

fore, they should be planned emphasizing

endurance factors (time aloft per pound of fuel),

rather than range factors (nautical miles traveled

per pound of fuel).
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The following comparison will illustrate the extra

fuel used by flying at best range rather than best

endurance, or by mixing range and endurance
factors. Consider a 200.000 pound airplane operat-

ing for one hour and forty minutes at altitude after

an air refueling at FL 280.

Max Range Speed and Alt

Climb to FL 360 (@NRT) 1.7

Cruise @ 440 TAS
735 NM @ 43 NM/M 17.1

18.8

Max Range Speed at Endurance Alt

Climb to FL 310 (@NRT) .6

Cruise @ 440 TAS
735 NM @ 41.5 NM/M 17.7

18.3

Max Endurance Speed and Alt

Climb to FL 310 (@NRT) .6

Cruise @ 370 TAS
615 NM @ 38.5 NM/M 16.0

16.6

Max Endurance Speed at Max Range Alt

Climb to FL 360 (@NRT) 1.7

Cruise @ 400 TAS
665 NM @ 41 NM/M 16.2

17.9

When compared to operating at maximum en-

durance airspeed and altitude, a navigation exercise

at maximum range parameters uses an additional

2200 pounds of fuel, and operating at endurance

airspeed but maximum range altitude uses an

additional 1300 pounds.

The first argument against using endurance alti-

tudes and airspeeds for navigation exercises comes
from experienced navigators who were concerned

with the stability of the airplane as a navigation

platform. They were willing to fly lower but were

dissatisfied with flying slower than before. The air-

plane gets its stability from the amount of air flow

about the lifting and control surfaces, known as “Q”

factor or the dynamic pressure of air. This “Q” is

dependent on two components, the velocity of the

air, and its density. Even though the air flow is

“slower” at endurance airspeed, it is denser at

endurance altitudes which helps to maintain a

stabilizing dynamic pressure. Additionally, the

narrative introducing section six in the Per-

formance Appendix states that an increase in

airspeed of ten knots will not appreciably affect

minutes aloft per pound of fuel. As dynamic air

pressure varies as the square of the velocity, a small

increase in airspeed makes a dramatic change in

stability. The navigators can have ten knots above

endurance airspeed and the Air Force still saves

fuel.

The second argument opposing the use of en-

durance altitudes and airspeeds comes from pilots

familar with the Fuel Mileage charts and the

narrative in section five of the Performance

Appendix. The narrative states, “Under certain

combinations of altitude, temperature, Mach
number and engine thrust, the surge bleed valves

may open . . . (resulting) in decreased engine ef-

ficiency and increased aerodynamic drag”, and a

possible loss of time aloft per pound of fuel. Such
combinations begin to occur at endurance altitudes

and airspeeds. This decrease does not occur with

airplanes weighing above 200,000 pounds, but

becomes increasingly apparent at lesser gross

weights. If the bleed valves remain closed, an

endurance profile will give the maximum time aloft

per pound of fuel; if they open, fuel efficiency is lost.

For example, an aircraft weighing 180,000 pounds
could consume an additional six hundred pounds of

fuel during the one hour and forty minute navi-

gation leg, if two of the bleed valves are open. As old

and worn as the KC-1 35 is, some of the bleed valves

are likely to open. Once again, the narrative in

section six states +4000 feet of altitude will not

appreciably reduce time aloft per pound of fuel.

Simply climbing two or three thousand feet will

close the bleed valves.

Locally, a series of “Fuel Conservation Profiles”

were developed after over two hundred iterations to

produce mission planning factors based on
Maximum Endurance information. These profiles

attempted to compromise between the stability and
bleed valve arguments as well as hemispherical

altitude restrictions imposed by ARTCC.

Fuel Conservation Profiles

Gross Weight 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220

Altitude 350 350 330 330 350* 330 310 290 290

True Airspeed 353 365 360 370 390 390 390 385 390
True Mach .61 .63 .62 .64 .68 .67 .66 .65 .66

*This is not an error, but one of the results of the many
trade-offs discussed above.

**On navigation legs that require turns near the midpoint

maximum fuel savings will be realized by descending after

turn points because most of the fuel saved is by avoiding

unnecessary climbing (refer to examples).

Significant fuel savings can usually be achieved by

any sound method that avoids haphazard or un-

informed mission planning. Take the time to

understand some of the basic principles of flight and
engine efficiency, then evaluate your own pro-

cedures.
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Maj Robert S. Nager and Capt Richard A. Towle

of the 393d BMS were returning to Pease from an

off-station training mission and had stopped at K. I.

Sawyer AFB for refueling. During the night takeoff

from Sawyer, a dual failure in the aircraft’s flap

/

slat control system caused the slats to stick at an

intermediate position while the flaps remained ex-

tended 15°. Maj Nager immediately established a

safe airspeed and declared an emergency, while

Capt Towle contacted the local command post and
initiated a Hotel Conference. Consultation with

experts at Pease and General Dynamics determined

that the aircraft would have to be landed at the

existing slat /flap setting since no further means of

adjustment was available. The approach would be

at a very high speed (too fast for an approach end

cable engagement) with aircraft control at and after

touchdown being critical. After carefully consider-

ing their alternatives, the crew elected to recover at

Sawyer. Although hampered by a full-cold cockpit

and an intermittent ADI, Maj Nager flew a flawless

200 KIAS approach (65 knots faster than normal)

and used a combination of aerodynamic braking,

wheel brakes, and the departure end cable to stop

the aircraft safely on the runway. Maj Nager and

Capt Towle skillfully executed a most challenging

emergency approach under much less than ideal

conditions.

HEADS UP

PROFESSIONAL

S
Sgt David A. Light, 379th BMW, Wurtsmith
AFB, is SAC Aircraft Maintenance Airman
of the Month. Sgt Light is assigned as NCO

in charge of AGE Servicing/ Pickup and Delivery.

He has accepted all responsibilities and performs
his duties above and beyond what is normally ex-

pected. As supervisor of the AGE mechanics in the

servicing work center, he reorganized several key
operations. This has led to a dramatic increase in

the efficiency of the branch. Almost immediately

after elevation to his present position, he revamped

the wash rack from an unsightly morass of cluttered

objects into a highly efficient and useable area. He
transformed an unused break room into a bench

stock area, thus providing the Maintenance/ In-

spection section with more space for working and

storage. The inside oil storage area was modified,

using pumps and roll-around carts, to enhance ease

of usage, eliminate constant safety hazard and im-

prove the appearance of the maintenance area.

These and other improvements taken collectively,

resulted in higher productivity, more efficient

utilization of resources and significant improve-

ment in the overall performance of the branch.

Probably no area of NCO responsibility is so

critical as the training and motivation of younger

airmen. Sgt Light has personally been the trainer

for several newly arrived airmen and his efforts have

resulted in highly qualified individuals who con-

stantly out-perform similar airmen under different

supervision. Sgt Light, an outstanding NCO, is a

valuable member of the SAC maintenance team

and the United States Air Force.
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commercial dial lines, to maintain cable timing for

Romeo and Quebec flights, and acted as a relay for

all Emergency Action Message traffic. Several

sorties in Sierra flight then went LF Status Out
which the crew was able to temporarily clear. When
the indications recurred, the crew directed and

coordinated the squadron actions to attempt to

resolve the problem. Shortly after a squadron

realignment transferring control of Sierra flight to

Papa LCC, the entire squadron experienced a total

communications loss. Unable to communicate, the

crew immediately reassumed control of Sierra to

prevent the loss of status monitoring. When com-
munications were restored, the crew resumed

directing actions to resolve the LF Status Out indi-

cations. As these actions continued, a thunderstorm

caused Tango LCC’s power to fluctuate, putting a

severe strain on the ECS. While directing LCC
transfer to standby power, they noticed smoke
coming from the cooling ducts in the LCC and
initiated the LCC fire checklist. After transfer to

standby power, the LCC air conditioning unit shut

down. The crew immediately shut down the LCC,
preventing equipment damage from the loss of

cooling air. When the overheat condition ceased,

the crew re-established communication, reported

LCC status and transferred ACP, MRCS, and SCP
responsibilities to other LCCs. Crew E-162’s

prompt decisive response to numerous mal-

functions insured proper control of the sorties and
prevented equipment damage.

PERFORMERS
TSgt Gary S. Christensen, 308 SMW, Little

Rock AFB, has been selected as the SAC
ICBM Maintenance Airman of the Month.

TSgt Christensen is a nuclear weapons technician

assigned as NCOIC of the Reentry Vehicle (RV)
Branch. TSgt Christensen has consistently led his

section through highly demanding daily require-

ments and all encompassing inspections. Earlier

this year, his section was rated excellent during a

Local Operational Readiness Inspection. Im-

mediately following the LORI, the wing was
inspected by the 3901st Strategic Missile Evaluation

Squadron. The result of TSgt Christensen’s man-
agement was reflected when his branch was
awarded the highly coveted “Certificate of

Excellence” for exceptional professionalism and
managerial contribution from the 3901 SMES in-

spection team. Finally, TSgt Christensen received

favorable comments from the SAC Inspector

General Team. TSgt Christensen has justifiably

earned the highest respect of all his associates.

He is a dedicated non-commissioned officer and a

valuable asset to the SAC ICBM maintenance

effort.

341 SMW Crew E-162, lLt David E. Everhard,

MCCC, and 2Lt Ronald E. Morin, DMCCC, has

been selected as SAC Crew of the Month. While
performing alert at Tango Launch Control Center

which was the acting wing Alternate Command
Post, the missile radio control station and the

Squadron Command Post, the crew was informed

that Sierra LCC was shutting down. With Sierra

shut down, direct communications EWO message
traffic and cable status was lost from Tango to

Sierra, Quebec and Romeo. The crew assumed
Sierra’s responsibilities, directed Quebec, via
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SRAM INITIALIZATION

USE THAT
AOU!!

lLt Craig Wilkerson
62d BMS, Barksdale AFB

There I was . . . five minutes to coast out on my
first trip to Guam ... Not the time to find out that

my heading system has rolled over and died. Every

Air Force navigator recognizes the importance of a

good “level-off” check of his navigation/ weapons
systems. An early equipment check may save a lot of

embarrassment at coast out or on the bomb run.

For the B-52G/ H navigator, the “level-off” check

has a special significance; SRAM initialization.

The good SRAM operator knows that the key to

consistently reliable missile scores is the input of

quality position and velocity information on the

programming leg. A cursory look at the Doppler for

lights or a look to see if the true heading is “about

right” is a “hit or miss” method of checking heading

and velocities prior to initialization. An insidious

Doppler error that does not show up in the “light

check” can mean a higher divergence rate and un-

reliable scores.

Using the Automated Offset Unit (AOU) as an

aid to initialization is an excellent way to get your

programming leg off to a good start. Not only do
you get a good check on velocities and heading, but

integration of offsets is confirmed and ranging error

will be identified. Further, the AOU allows you to

use its range limitations rather than the SRAM’s
to obtain a fix.

The procedure is simply to select coordinates

along your route after 1MU time out as a reference

point/ initialization fix. This point should be

located within useful range of two good offsets as

the aimpoints for the fix. By “swinging the heading”

between these two offsets and checking carefully for

cross-hair drift, a quality initialization is insured.

By using this procedure, potential problems are

identified and can be dealt with early so that the

programming leg can be used most effectively.

You’ll notice an improvement in bombing and

SRAM accuracy as well as improved crew co-

ordination. So, use your AOU, it’s a great piece of

equipment and may just save you an embarrassing

— There I Was . . .

PT B
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96 BMW, Dyess Crew R-104: FP Capt William E Beghtol, CP Capt Michael L Straley,

NN lLt Kim L Wilson, BO A1C Donald L Dueitt

96 BMW, Dyess Crew E-32: IP Capt William A Ford, CP 2Lt John T Cathcart, IR

Capt James W Troutman, NN 2Lt Christopher Bolen, EW Capt Stephen Marchitelli,

AG Sgt Dean Ostergaard

93 AREFS, Castle Crew IT 71: IP Maj John Devlin, IN Capt Russ Roe, IBO SSgt Jack

Peters

924 AREFS, Castle Crew R-108: P Capt Teddy White, CP lLt Stephen Dewerff, N
lLt Carl Hergesell, BO SSgt Keith Sullivan

328 BMS, Castle Crew IT-13, IT-42: IP Capt Neal D Coyle, IP Maj James E Boyd, IN

Capt Martin R Williamson, IN Capt David J Guith, IE Capt Robert W Nicholson, IS

SSgt Anthony C Freeborn

37 BMS, Ellsworth Crew E-67: P Capt Frederick S. Wuerthele, CP Capt Steven E
Stokes, RN Capt Robert P Jobson, NN lLt Jack C Gundrum, NE Capt Kevin J

Turner, AG Sgt Joseph J Buback

320 BMW, Mather Crew R-12: P Capt Edmond G Boy, CP 1 Lt Stephen M Campbell,

RN Maj Hugh P Holt, NN 1 Lt Harry J Thompson, EW 1 Lt Daniel R Matter, AG Sgt

Christopher B Austin

320 BMW, Mather Crew R-104: P Capt D Scott Davis, CP 1 Lt Stephen Lockhart, NN
2Lt Mary Foster, BO TSgt Edward Mazzini

528 BMS, Plattsburgh Crew E-17: P Capt Norman R Flemens, RN Capt Frank R
Groseth

529 BMS, Plattsburgh Crew E-64: P Capt Douglas Kirkpatrick, RN Capt Albert R
Scarpine

310 AREFS, Plattsburgh Crew R-183: P Capt John Jaskey, CP 1 Lt Art Bastian, N
Capt Jack Wilder, BO TSgt Gary L Meyers

380 AREFS, Plattsburgh Crew E-124: P Capt George A Cawl, CP 1 Lt Larry B
Largent, N 1 Lt William R Macbeth, BO Sgt Vito B Bartoletta

91 AREFS, McConnell Crew S-102: IP Maj Tony C Frederickson, CP Capt Randy P
Vieira, IN Capt James E Kinsey, IBO TSgt Fredric L Calkin

384 AREFS, McConnell Crew E-155: P Capt Mark D Whitlow, CP Capt Francis M
Privett, N 1 Lt Michael C Waldrip, BO A1C Timothy M Jones

11 AREFS, Altus Crew R-126: P Capt James J Kristi, CP Capt Wayne G Terry, N Lt

Thomas C Hutchings, BO Amn Jeffrey K Lowe

44 SMW, Ellsworth Crew E-090/R-092: MCCC Capt Michael L Crackel (Crew
E-090); DMCCC 2Lt George E Spoth (Crew R-092)

308 SMW, Little Rock Crew R-103: MCCC Capt Thomas J DiNino, DMCCC 2Lt

Judith A Rawls, MSAT SrA Dennis A King, MFT SrA Dewayne L Peek

351 SMW, Whiteman Crew E-073: MCCC 1 Lt Larry E Shelton, DMCCC 2Lt Gary R
Crosier

381 SMW, McConnell Crew E-042: MCCC 1 Lt Anthony O Glenn, DMCCC 2Lt

Gregory D Mobley, MSAT SSgt Mark S Griffin, MFT A1C Eileen M Henry

The SAC Safety Screen is an honor roll of SAC's most professional crews. To gain listing

on the Screen, crew members must be nominated by their unit commanders and meet
high selection criteria of experience in their aircraft or missile system IAW SACR 127-2.
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[FLARE
_ Y OF FLORIDA

3 1262 O9683SIP

TACTICAL FLYING
OVER TWENTY-FIVE YEARS

170 AREFG, McGuire (NJANG)
OVER TWENTY-THREE YEARS

171 AREFW, Greater Pittsburgh (PAANG)
157 AREFG, Pease (NHANG)

OVER TWENTY-TWO YEARS
940 AREFG, Mather (USAFR)
307 AREFG, Travis

OVER TWENTY YEARS
151 AREFG, Salt Lake City (UTANG)
161 AREFG, Sky Harbor (AZANG)
126 AREFW, Chicago O'Hara (ILANG)
134 AREFG, McGhee Tyson (TNANG)

OVER NINETEEN YEARS
11 SG, Fairford

340 AREFG. Altus

96 BMW. Dyess
OVER EIGHTEEN YEARS

19 BMW, Robins
OVER SEVENTEEN YEARS

160 AREFG, Rickenbacker (OHANG)
OVER SIXTEEN YEARS

320 BMW, Mather

OVER FIFTEEN YEARS
452 AREFW, March (USAFR)

OVER FOURTEEN YEARS
92 BMW, Fairchild

55 SRW. Offutt

2 BMW, Barksdale

OVER TWELVE YEARS
5 BMW, Minot
42 BMW, Loring
141 AREFW, Fairchild (WAANG)

28 BMW, Ellsworth
OVER ELEVEN YEARS

OVER NINE YEARS
101 AREFW, Bangor (MEANG)
306 SW, Mlldenhall

416 BMW, Grlfflss

305 AREFW, Grissom
OVER EIGHT YEARS

379 BMW, Wurtsmlth
OVER SEVEN YEARS

931 AREFG, Grissom (USAFR)
384 AREFW, McConnell
189 AREFG, Little Rock (ARANG)
43 SW, Andersen

OVER SIX YEARS
68 BMW, Seymour Johnson

OVER FOUR YEARS
410 BMW, K.l. Sawyer
190 AREFG Forbes (KSANG)
128 AREFG Milwaukee (WIANG)

ICBM
OVER SEVENTEEN YEARS

1 STRAD, Vandenberg

341 SMW, Malmstrom

390 SMW, Davis-Monthan

351 SMW, Whiteman
91 SMW, Minot

321 SMW, Grand Forks

OVER ELEVEN YEARS

OVER EIGHT YEARS

OVER SEVEN YEARS

OVER FIVE YEARS

Feb 56

. Mar '58

June '58

May '59

Sep '59

Feb '61

Apr 61

Apr '61

Aug '61

Feb '62

. Jun 62
Aug 62

Aug. ’63

. Dec ’64

. Jul ’65

Sep 66

Feb 67
Jul '67

Aug '67

Feb '69

Sep '69

Oct '69

May '70

Mar '72

Apr '72

May '72

Aug '72

Apr 73

Feb 74
Mar 74
May 74
Dec 74

Sep 75

Apr 77

Apr 77
Jul 77

Sep '64

Apr 70

Jul 73

Oct 74
Nov 74

Feb. 76

To ga|p listing in the Hall of Fame, a SAC or ARF unit must be Class A mishap-free for 48
months.
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